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This study investigated influences of tides on a giant tsunami generated by the greatest earthquake scenario along the
Nankai Trough occurring in the near future by conducting a tsunami-tide simulation in Osaka Bay as a pilot shallow
ocean. Our results demonstrated that the tsunami-tide interaction is significant in the strong flood and ebb tide due to tidal
advection. The speed of the tsunami is enhanced (decreased) by advection of the flood (ebb) tide, leading to the early (late)
approach of tsunami waves to coasts. More realistic tsunami-tide coupled simulation is essential to establish more effective
hazard maps and evacuation scenarios.

INTRODUCTION

The Japanese government has reported that a Nankai Trough
earthquake will occur with approximately 70% probability within
30 years and cause a giant tsunami (Headquarters for Earthquake
Research Promotion, Japan, 2015; see http://www.jishin.go.jp/
main/chousa/15jan_kakuritsu/p01_hikaku.pdf). The speed of the
tsunami plus the tidal currents may exceed 2 knots (approximately
1 m sec−15 at many ports on the Japanese coast facing the North
Pacific. This speed could make it difficult to operate marine vehi-
cles or ships and to escape from the port that the tsunami strikes
according to the evacuation scenarios for ships and tsunami hazard
maps (e.g., Hashimoto et al., 2010). As a result, drifting marine
ships during the tsunami intrusion could devastate many plani-
metric features located around the ports (Kobayashi et al., 2005).
However, current tsunami simulations have hardly considered tidal
currents.

For the real-time prediction and reproducibility of a tsunami
simulation, one essential issue is whether there is a need to incor-
porate the tidal forcing at the lateral boundary to improve sim-
ulation accuracy in the coastal oceans (Androsov et al., 2011).
Prevention measures for tsunami hazards, such as port evacuation
plans and hazard maps, should be based on accurate and realistic
tsunami simulations, including tidal variations.

Theoretical and numerical studies have demonstrated nonlinear
tsunami-tide interactions (e.g., Weisz and Winter, 2005; Kowa-
lik et al., 2006; Androsov et al., 2011), suggesting that a dom-
inant tide in a shallow ocean can modify the speed and magni-
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tude of tsunami waves. Therefore, tsunami-tide interaction can be
an essential factor for the accurate estimation of tsunami run-ups
and inundations in coastal regions, such as estuarine areas (Kowa-
lik and Proshutinsky, 2010; Zhang et al., 2011). However, realis-
tic tsunami simulations including tidal forcing have generally not
been examined except by one recent study (Shimoyama and Lee,
2014). This study investigated the impacts of tides and tidal cur-
rents on a potential giant tsunami caused by an earthquake using
numerical experiments in the Seto Inland Sea, where the tide is
large, but the relationship between tidal phases and tsunami-tide
interaction strengths is still unclear.

In this study, we conducted a realistic tsunami simulation
under the consideration of tidal currents to clarify the relation-
ship between tidal phases and interaction strengths based on the
descriptions of the simulated dynamics of tsunami intrusion into
the urban bay.

NUMERICAL TSUNAMI-TIDE MODEL

Our study area is the Osaka Bay, which possesses many land-
fills in the nearshore area; we used the Osaka Bay as a pilot ocean
to develop a tsunami-tide simulation. The high-resolution simu-
lation was achieved by employing the one-way nesting method
to represent the complex coastal lines around the landfills along
the bay coast (Fig. 1). The nesting method (e.g., Oey and Chen,
1992) was utilized to obtain the boundary conditions for the
nested domains from the upper-level (coarser-resolution) domains
and to accurately propagate physical signals generated in larger
scales toward the downscaled local domains. The grid resolutions
of DOMAINS 1, 2, 3, and 4 are 1,350, 450, 150, and 50 meters,
respectively, constructing a nested grid system. A suite of non-
linear shallow water equations (Eqs. 1–3) is discretized by the
staggered leapfrog finite difference scheme (see details, Imamura,
1995; Koshimura et al., 2009) with ocean-bottom friction in the
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